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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Binance Smart Chain Economies by
Projects.
The myriad of emerging and existing projects within the Binance Economy is primarily
a hazardous investment option, even for experienced traders. The hazards themselves
originate from both the unpredictability and unreliability of the blockchain’s
enterprises. The UPFUND Token aims to aggregate investment funds into safe and
high-quality enterprises through our S.P.I.N protocol, which takes advantage of
human operators alongside technical analysis and project focused qualities
alongside standardised machine and identification checks to identify and collectively
invest funds into promising ventures.
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UPFUND AIMS
UPFUND has several aims – the first is to reduce the negative
impact of speculative trading and ill-advised panic investing by
screening projects to determine their validity. Secondly, UPFUND
will then determine the profitability of any venture performed by
the S.P.I.N Protocol – this is done to ensure maximum returns for
the project with minimum investor risk. We will then approach each
project in the second stage to determine whether the team behind
each venture adequately meets the standards held by UPFUND,
such as experience, team history, existing wallets, connections to
bad actors, secondary projects, professional careers and more.
This will include the signing of a legally binding contract between
the existing parties, which is enforceable should either party
break the agreements made between them. Thirdly, UPFUND will
use its pooled investment funds to provide the project with
investment capital, such as initial marketing fees, presale fees,
use case development funds and more. In return, UPFUND will
receive (but are not limited to) any of the following commissions:
1. A standalone payment of a percentage of the projects total
supply upon launch.
2. A standalone payment of a standard stablecoin.
3. A standalone payment of BNB.
4. Long-term payments of a percentage of the total supply.
5. Long-term payments of a standard stablecoin.
6. Long-term payments of BNB.
And any other methods of gaining commission that can
reasonably fit within the agreed plan.
UPFUND primarily does this by aggregating funds much like a DAO
– through our native token and singular wallets. Instead of
creating risk for investors by presenting possible new ventures for
individual investment, the S.P.I.N Protocol takes the risk of the
investment on the existing fund wallet – with any profits and
gains from the venture going towards our investors through the
contract. This means that This separates UPFUND from DAO’s in
that the investments themselves do not result from the voting
power of holders based on percentage held of supply – it is based
on actively managing the investment from its conception
alongside new and existing ventures to generate multiple avenues
of profit. Further unlike a DAO, UPFUND functions on core
principles – viability, growth expectation and manageable exits.
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OUR TEAM
Long-term cryptocurrency investors and DAO enthusiasts who are
expanding the possibilities of decentralised project funding and
holder portfolio expansion

CE O: E VA SCOT T

CT O: MARCUS

COO: L AURA

CDO: S. WI L L I AMS

CMO: VOI D

CO- CMO: JP

CCO: BE N WE BE R
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OUR TEAM
By ensuring that UPFUND’s developers share multiple
proficiencies in practical and transferable skills, our presence and
eventual dominance on the blockchain is an eventuality, rather
than a possibility.
Our team has been organised similarly to established company
structure, both to provide solid command structures and for the
separation of issues surrounding the successful running of the
project. This also provides a strong backbone for dealing with our
community, which follows from lower-level staff and filters the
largest issues to the CEO of the project.
By ensuring this structured approach to the project holders will
be able to contact the core team for the most relevant issues –
such as Marketing, Project Aims, Operator-based queries and
more. Our team is as follows:

CEO: EVA SCOTT
Eva Scott holds years of experience in the financial sector. With a
master at Business, she has found herself in high positions for
state based or private companies, collecting experience at
targeting profitable projects, auditing and management.

COO: LAURA
Laura shows a unique talent as a manager. She has gathered
experience during the years as a project development manager
specialising on marketing and sales. She values the power of a
well-founded team and due to her experience on high-pressure
positions she is excellences on strategic thinking. She is known to
be a visionary and was a key factor to developing the use cases
and linking them to each other.

CTO: MARCUS
Marcus is a masters engineer with a wide background on
programming. He has been actively training and building himself
as a blockchain developer showing exceptional talent. His
educational background makes him not only suitable for the
position but also the strongest link on the team. He has shown
high value due to the different programming languages he knows
but also flexibility and creativity in his coding.
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OUR TEAM
CDO: S. WI LLI AMS
S. Williams is a talented individual specialised in postproduction.
He is known working in different great projects and having a
unique portfolio with a wide variety. He is known to be an out of
the box thinker and create futuristic and modern content which
will stand out on the market.

CCO: BEN WEBER
Ben Warner is known for his communications skills. He is a talent
on learning foreign languages and due to his well-developed soft
skills, his is well trained to advise and manage different
communities and social media accounts.

CMO: VOI D
Void is a crypto enthusiast with a strong foundation on
administration and entrepreneurship. He is known for taking
advantages of the marketing trends, analysing the potential and
creating well thought adjustable marketing strategies.
HMO

JP
JP is a key member of the Development team. Over the years he
has managed to create different marketing strategies, expand his
network on the BSC and create a unique member position as a
marketing talent, developer and investor. Due to his wide
background and network, he will be leading the marketing for the
UPfund token being a great supporting line to the CEO and CMO.
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THE S. P. I. N PROTOCOL
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S. P. I. N PROTOCOL
The S.P.I.N Protocol combines multiform learning algorithms and
expected project scalability within the Binance Economy to
produce organisation-based package investments into successful
and startup enterprises. Once viable projects have been identified
by our operators through a 2-fold verification system (2VS),
autonomous or developer managed enterprises will receive value
equal to the package as an initial investment.
Operators will oversee the growth and stability of the project to
our suggested mediums, and UPFUND holders will benefit from the
calculated network expansion through external project profits,
gains and rewards. Commission-based value on these projects will
be distributed to holders based on our in-house tokenomics. Value
growth of these projects will be measured by operators, who will
report profit scalability and proposed long-term non-harmful exit
strategies to UPFUND once the enterprise is self-sufficient.
S.P.I.N accumulates BNB into a single wallet through our
tokenomics. Once a sufficient amount of BNB has been
accumulated, our operators search for viable projects to invest in.
Once the project has been chosen, the developers will be
approached directly. The developers of the startup will be
informed of UPFUND’s purpose and goal, and will offer funds in
exchange for a sum of tokens from the contract or other
consideration. Once the contract has paid tokens to UPFUND under
a contractual agreement, the funds are then available for the
developers to use to grow their project. For tokens without
developers (‘community’ tokens), operators will generally attempt
to avoid these as we want to reduce risk in projects we would
otherwise have very little control in.
In essence, this takes away a large portion of risk for investors
who buy into UPFUND’s network. The advantages are as follows:
1) UPFUND token price is not a rebase token. It will continue to
increase in price and value over time, meaning that investors can
benefit from a single token investment while making gains in other
S.P.I.N Protocol approved network tokens. This reduces the risk on
investors as their investment is based on network and token
profits – UPFUND adopts all the risk itself.
UPFUND TOKEN
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TOKENOMICS
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THE TOKEN:
ALLOCATIONS
Supply breakdown
T otal Supply: 10,000,000,000 (ten Billions) Upfund tokens.
the following allocations are a result of many years of
experience and many hours of discussion between all team
members. We programmed these allocation in a way to keep
the project healthy and give it a strong indurance.
30% will go for the public Sale / Liquidity (will be locked
for 1 year).
30% will go for the public Pre-Sale.
16% will be burned to the dEaD address after launch.
5% is dedicated for the private Pre-Sale.
5% serves the S.P.I.N protocol. it will be locked for the
first Month after launch.
6% will cover the costs of our marketing strategies.
4% cover the costs of the working hours of the Tornado
Dev Team.
4% are dedicated for the giveaways towards the
community
Tornado Dev Team
4%
S.P.I.N Protocol
5%

Giveaways
4%

Public Sale
30%

Marketing
6%

Private Pre-Sale
5%

Burn
16%

Public Pre-Sale
30%
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THE TOKEN:
TOKENOMICS
Supply breakdown
T otal Supply: 10,000,000,000 (ten Billions) Upfund tokens.
Tornado Dev Team programmed the tokenomics of the
UPFUND TOKEN in a way that 10% of all transactions will go
towards supporting a healthy and consistant future
development of the project.
3% of every buy and sell will be redistributed to the
holders in form of BNB as rewards.
3% will be redirected to the marketing wallet to cover the
ongoing marketing costs without damaging the chart.
2% will be distributed to the team.
2% will be automatically put again in the liquidity pool.

Liquidity Pool
20%
Rewards
30%

Team
20%

Marketing
30%
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WORDS FROM
TORNADO DEV TEAM
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CHIEF EXECUTING
OFFICER
"I have had the pleasure of seeing many projects and cuttingedge ventures grow due to my personal experience. Crypto is
another of these cutting-edge industries, and I see the potential
for it to become a household staple investment. It amazes me as
to how creative people can be. Our goal is to support the growth of
different projects, helping our investors feel safe within the
Binance Ecosystem – because there is a lot of room for investors
to grow. I hold the investor experience above all else, and my
desire is to give the opportunity to everyone out there to secure
profitable and long-term investments. Safety is paramount – and
creating new income sources is my goal for our holders."
Eva Scott

CHIEF OPERATING
OFFICER
"UPFUND creates security on blockchains. Hundreds of projects
launch daily – most with repetitive patterns - significantly
shorten the lifetime of the project. It is difficult for investors to
choose viable altcoins – resulting in reduced profits through
investment in top 100 cryptos which have lived out almost 70% of
their profitability. It has become difficult for investors to choose
viable start-up investments as classical tools cannot determine
their worth. We will create a platform that supports good projects
to reach their potential. By investing on safe projects, we will
create a friendly environment for our holders. We have an
excellent team and are always looking to expand. I am confident
we will do great things together."
Laura
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CHIEF TECHNICAL
OFFICER
"Projects are more about making flawless code. As a part of the
Crypto Industry for many years now, I have both been an investor,
developer, a winner and a loser. I have seen the potential of good
projects for investor portfolios, and determining our use cases
stemmed from ensuring that we pleased as many people as
possible while ensuring the success of as many projects as
possible."
Marucs

CHI E F
COMMUNI CAT I NG
OF F I CE R
"I was part of a lot of communities. I saw the power of building a
great community and I love the rush of seeing a project succeed.
The crypto communities become a group of friends and slowly a
small family. People care about each other and what we want to
reach is just that. We know each other from these groups and
developing this project showed me once again how many good
talented people are out there.
Communities are the lifeblood of project growth. The power of
building great communities is a heavy responsibility, and one that
I enjoy. Crypto communities change and evolve over time, and the
greatest of these change from a group of strangers to the largest
families within the space. Our team has undergone the same
process – and we are developing this project to do the same."
Ben Weber
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CHIEF DESIGN
OFFICER
"I am intrigued by the idea of formulating content for cryptobased projects. Having had experience amongst other industries, I
have found them to be limited on what could be produced. UPFUND
brings me the opportunity for creativity without boundaries. This
has been supported and nourished by my team members. Our role
is to bring value to the project through the production of our own
forms of art, whether that be NFTs, graphics and more. This is
something that motivates me on a daily basis."
S. Williams

CMO AND HMO
"I am intrigued by the idea of formulating content for cryptobased projects. Having had experience amongst other industries, I
have found them to be limited on what could be produced. UPFUND
brings me the opportunity for creativity without boundaries. This
has been supported and nourished by my team members. Our role
is to bring value to the project through the production of our own
forms of art, whether that be NFTs, graphics and more. This is
something that motivates me on a daily basis."
Void and JP
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UPFUND TOKEN
DISCLAIMER
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DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this paper is purely for informative
purposes. This paper does not constitute legal advice, investment
advice, or business advice and you are not authorized to use it for such
purposes. If you take any action based on the information contained in
this whitepaper it will be at your own risk. If you need any help
regarding a course of action you decide to take or not take in relation to
the content of this whitepaper, you should contact a licensed legal
advisor or attorney in the relevant jurisdiction where you need or want
help. Those who contributed to making this whitepaper are not
responsible for any decisions, behavior, or other actions that you take
as a result of reading or relying upon this whitepaper.
By buying UPT, you acknowledge that you understand the team is
offering the token “as is,” and is not legally bound to provide any
services or support. You also accept that buying or trading UPT tokens
does entitle you to any fee, reward, tax, activity, or transaction from
UPFUND TOKEN or any of the Tornado Dev team members, or any other
party. Any attributes or features of the UPFUND TOKEN platform, the UPT
Token, or the S.P.I.N Protocol mentioned in this whitepaper is purely
technical, and is not related to any legally binding agreement or claims
by UPT token holders.
This whitepaper must also not be viewed as a financial advice. The
Tornado Dev team does not recommend that you buy, sell or hold
cryptocurrency. Be sure to do your due dilligence and consult a
qualified financial advisor before making any financial decisions. By
buying UPT tokens, you ackknowledge that you are not buying an
investment or security, and you agree that you will not hold crypto
island team responsible for any taxes or losses you experience.
The Tornado Dev team does not guarantee the token’s compliance with
the laws and regulations of any country in the world. Make sure to verify
your local laws and regulations, and ensure that any purchases you
make are fully compliant, before making a purchase or investment. This
whitepaper is made available “as is” without any guarantees or
assurances about the whitepaper and/or any information, data, or
content provided by the whitepaper. Contributors to the composition and
distribution of this whitepaper will not be liable for any damages such
as the loss of
profits, loss of use, or loss of data occuring due to or connected to the
use of this whitepaper. All third party promotions and marketing efforts
are solely based on a paid agreement between both parties. And
therefore can not be directly affiliated as an ambassador of UPFUND
TOKEN. No rights may/can be derived from this.
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